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I. Catalog Description and Credit Hours of Course:

An examination of education in the social structure of America concentrating on the social forces that affect education in a pluralistic society and on the educational functions of schools and other social institutions. 3 credit hours.

II. Prerequisites

Graduate Standing for EF 696; Admitted to Alternative Certification for EF 596

III. Purposes and Objectives of the Course:

1. To develop an understanding of the sociocultural issues affecting American education.

2. To develop an understanding of the historical and political place of education in America as an instrument of social change.

3. To understand the issues, critiques, and purposes of alternative responses to questions of diversity in education.

4. To understand the context and constituencies of American society as they affect the role of education as an institution.

5. To understand current issues of reform in American education.

IV. Expectations of Students

A. Complete reading assignments prior to class and actively participate in discussions in class.

B. Write a reflective paper on philosophy as to the purposes of education.

C. Write a critical response to Bell's text.

D. Research and write formal Paper on educational issue(s).
V. Course Topical Outline

A. Introduction 3

B. Nature of American Education 9
   1. Philosophical/Ideological Context & Conflict
   2. Historical Context

C. Education as Socialization 12
   1. Institution as Mirror of the Mainstream
   2. Curriculum and Pedagogy
   3. Purposes of Social Reproduction
   4. Social Class and Education
   5. Gender and Education

D. Education and Cultural Understandings 12
   1. Nature of Culture & Ethnicity
   2. Issues of Diversity and Difference
   3. Mainstream Responses to Difference; Issues of Assimilation and Deculturalization
   4. Alternative Responses & Critiques
   5. The Issue of Race and Education

E. Critique and Conflict in American Education 6
   1. Metaphors of Teaching & Educational Purpose(s)
   2. Critical and postmodern alternatives

F. Research as Educational Statement & Critique 3

VI. Textbooks


B. Readings: texts will be supplemented by additional readings of articles.

VII. Basis for Student Evaluation

A. Philosophy of education essay

B. Text Review and Analysis

C. Research paper
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